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THE IMPEC CONSTELLATION
Written by Raffy Espiritu, CEO
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We are grateful to be actively engaged and present in the workspace industry. 

 Integration of the service lines and support systems positioned the Impec Group

to respond to the needs of our clients and our team members in a more focused

and holistic way, as we face the pandemic together. The Core FUN team

continued to refine the appropriate pandemic response messaging to safeguard

our team members, our clients, and the general public.  Our service and project

management divisions continued to provide quality services to our private and

public sector clients, with safety and well-being at the forefront of our efforts.  

August continued to reveal the best in the team members who comprise the

Impec Group.  Our goals focused on the fresh marketing perspectives found in

the Launchpad team and the industry engagement initiatives.  Our internship

team created unique market positioning through data analytics.  The Impec

Group continued to grow through vibrant, engaging campaigns.  Impec’s own

Carly Tortorelli, Senior Vice President of Workplace Technology, spoke on the

value of technology across virtual platforms and various industries.  

Looking to September, we continue to drive workflow efficiency messaging

across our industry partnerships.  We actively engage our clients and our team

members with fresh content and new technology.  The Commercial Real Estate

(CRE) industry benefits not only from the integration of technology in the new

normal at the workplace, but also the access of end-users to a suite of practical

workplace solutions configurable to their needs.  This integration drives

meaningful insights through quantifiable data analytics in ways the industry is

only beginning to embrace from workspace usage to sanitation efficiencies. 

 Data, after all, helps drive innovation in the most thoughtful and productive way.

I look forward to our continued participation in the ISPE and CoreNet industry

connections. Our minds are on the forefront of the new workspace communities.  



Impec’s perennial project managers remain

steadfastly undaunted in their approach to

the coronavirus response, fire complex

zones, and an uncertain economy. 

 Throughout the month of August, our

project managers responded to the calls for

guidance and strategic support.  The teams

stepped up to new projects at Mammoth

Biosciences, the State of California Insurance

Fund, PG&E, and Intuitive Surgical.  Our

existing project at Kaiser remains essential

critical work in the effort to support the

front-line efforts in medical site services. September’s largest initiatives focus on the

resource allocation and the remote

workforce.  The emphasis on the safety of

our clients and our team members cannot

be overstated.  With each new project, we

are able to adapt our standard safety

protocols to suit the needs of each client

site.  Often, our clients have comprehensive

plans in place to safeguard their employees,

customers, vendors, and visitors.

The projects we lead change the dynamics

of our client’s operations. Our safety

protocols take into consideration these

shifts to ensure individual protections are

safeguarded.  Our experiences have shown

us that planning for the unexpected is key. 

We plan for the interruptions whether it be

system failures, unscheduled electrical

interruptions, poor air quality, or parking

issues.  Our best advice is to build

redundancies into any project plan.  And

stay hydrated. 😊
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THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPERNOVA

Written by Gina Caruso & Renee Ralston

The projects we lead
change the dynamics of
our client's operations. 
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After eight years of exemplary service, our

own Josel De Vera is retiring from the Impec

Group.  Please join us in thanking Josel De

Vera for his years of dedication to Impec and

to the BART transportation system.  We wish

you all the best in your next big adventure. 

You always have a place in our organization

and in our hearts.

Impec’s competitive advantage has always

been the Human Touch.  As the way we work

evolves, our team training evolves.  We are

collaborating with Human Resources to

develop new training modules for our front-

line heroes and our supervising teams. 

 Managing our diverse team member

populations requires an inclusive approach. 

 Our engagement approaches strengthen

the mutual commitment to individual and

to the team.  We look forward to our Semi-

Annual Manager’s Meeting on September

12th as another opportunity to reinforce

these concepts, virtually.  

Our fearless Operations and Maintenance

team won three new contracts in the month

of August.  Santa Clara County Department of

Health, the City of Campbell, and San Jose

State University awarded their published RFPs

to Impec Group. The teams of the O&M group

are tireless in their pursuit of sanitation and

disinfection while maintaining the highest

commitment to COVID-19 safety protocols.  

Two of Impec Group’s clients are beta-testing

new QR-code technologies to provide for real-

time visibility into the Impec Group’s

disinfection efforts.  Atlassian and RMS

implemented the new technology allowing

smart phone access to disinfection data, new

modalities to identify high touch point issues,

and analytics of building usage patterns.  Joe

and Richard believe this technology’s

configurability is another way to pinpoint

exactly what is important to each unique

client.  

“Facilities Managers need to speak C-Suite”

and this functionality of this technology goes

beyond real-time visibility.  The QR-code

allows for a questionnaire to populate for

enhanced data collection to drive the kind of

information we can leverage in our service

lines. Data analytics informs more concise

RFPs, which delivers better results to our

clients.

After eight years of exemplary
service, our own Josel De Vera is
retiring from the Impec Group. 
Please join us in thanking Josel
De Vera for his years of
dedication to Impec and to the
BART transportation system.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL ZEN OF O&M

Written by Richard Peterson & Joe Cigolini
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August witnessed Impec

Group’s contract

renegotiation of one of our

key clients, ServiceNow under

the expertise of Christina

Hudnall, Senior Vice President

of Staffing and Site Services,

and the other Impec senior

leaders.  Site Services evolved

to consistently offer world

class services, in essential

critical roles and virtual

solutions. The staffing

opportunities continue to 

ENLIGHTENMENT IN OUR SITE SERVICES

Written by Christina Hudnall

evolve as clients adjust their

strategies to ensure safety

and business agility.

September promises

additional opportunities and

challenges as the educational

institutions adjust to virtual

learning modalities. Christina

understands the impact

virtual learning will have on

parents and their support

systems.  Within every

challenge lies an opportunity

and virtual learning for K-12

students is no different. The

challenges include varied

situations, 

KEEP A STRUCTURED ROUTINE -
BEGIN WITH THE BASICS 

Waking up and eating

breakfast

Being “ready to go”

Logging on (how to, what-

ifs, and online etiquette)

Breaking for lunch

Working on offline work,

AKA:  homework 

Resting, relaxing, and

playtime

Scheduling homework

PREPARATION IS KEY, BUT
INTERRUPTIONS WILL HAPPEN

Dedicated learning space with

supplies and equipment

WiFi strength- what bandwidth is

needed for your work and their

education?

Login procedures

Attendance (how and when is that

information collected) and offline

times

Snack and lunch pre-preparations

Which questions warrant your

child’s interruption of class, and

which do not

Check-ins during your child’s

scheduled work breaks (and your

work breaks!)

Conduct a practice run in advance

to test the system and the humans

home logistics for managing 

a child’s education and the

parent’s own workload.

Christina’s research resulted in

a few best practices she shares

with us here.

Parenting is a challenging job

at times, certainly.  COVID-19

complicated every child’s

education.  A decent plan

consistent with patience, love

and self-care are Christina’s

hacks to success.

LEVERAGE YOUR SUPPORT
SYSTEMS WHEN YOU CAN

Family, friends (consider the

COVID-19 protocols, though)

Planning tools and technology

UPFRONT COMMUNICATION
WITH YOUR MANAGER

Transparent

communication with your

team and leadership

around these challenges

Prepare to explain your

situation as not everyone

is aware

Understand what

accommodations you

actually need

TAKE CARE OF YOU, TOO!

Your own mental health and

wellness are priorities WITH

your child’s education and

happiness

Conduct health and wellness

checks with your child

Schedule quality time for the

family separate of virtual

meetings

Set aside time for yourself to

relax and recharge
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Workplace Technologies experienced

universal demand for services and

engagement thorough out the

month of August.  The two newest

faces in our intrepid Impec team are

Emilee Sudweeks and Reagan Nickl. 

INTERGALACTIC WORKPLACES

Written by Carly Tortorelli

Emilee is a dedicated CAD

professional.  Her experience bolsters

our workplace design products and

pandemic safety response.

Our team continues to respond to

the growing demand for

efficiencies in the workplace. The

themes of September are

customer engagement and

industry partner collaborations. 
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Reagan’s unique approach to

customer-centricity aligns with

Impec’s commitment to the

human touch.  

CAD/CAFM Specialist Senior Director of
Workplace Technology 

EMILEE SUDWEEKS REAGAN NICKL



Jyrki Kalavainen, Vice President of

Innovative Workplace Technology, acts

as our strategic partner in driving an

alliance with the Tractr organization

cultivated a great deal of inertia in

August by focusing the Impec

LaunchPad team on a marketing

strategy designed to target global city

organizations, universities, and

transnational corporations.  In August,

the partnership continued to work

with two global corporations, a

Shanghai university, and the CoreNet

Northern California TECH Special

Interest Group.  

BEYOND A TRACTR BEAM

Written by Jyrki Kalavainen
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Vice President of Impec Group
JYRKI KALAVAINEN

September projections include

a scope of work through the

remainder of 2020 and into

2021.  Data analysis

partnerships with 30 key target

accounts within the Bay Area

will provide quantifiable data

to frame future proposals. 

 These data sets will inform

future marketing categories to

include the university

materials, commercial business

materials, and a best of breed

distillation of the two

packages.  

Distributed Workplace Depiction
TRACTR SOLUTIONS



Editing promotional videos for Impec Group which are soon to be released (Stay tuned!)

Designing custom graphics for our LinkedIn Brand Awareness and lead generation campaigns 

Sending cold email campaigns to raise awareness and generate leads for our project, move

and construction management services.

Designing our website to reflect our current services and consistent design 

Posting consistently on all our platforms (which you can all follow below 😀)

1) Increasing Impec’s digital brand awareness during these times of remote work. 

with our #ManicMondays and #ThoughtfulThursdays series.

Our Impec Innovation Launchpad team joined us around May/June and the past

fourth months have flown by! Meet the members below...

Spicing up our employee handbook 

Redesigning Version 2 our COVID-19 Re-entry Booklet 

2) Designing  booklets to consolidate our branding 

3) Aside from helping Impec Group increase brand awareness

and branding, the Launchpad has also worked with our strategic

partner Tractr on market research, data analysis and

presentation slides. 

In these past few months, it’s been wonderful to meet and work

with the Impec Team. We are grateful for the varied opportunities

to curate content, graphics and conduct data analysis in a real

world setting and are excited for what the next month brings!  ��

LAUNCHPAD TAKES OFF

Written by Khadija Tufail, Binbin Xia, Angela Wang
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KHADIJA TUFAIL ANGELA WANG BINBIN XIA

Brand Marketing
& Design Intern

Content Marketing
& Design Intern

Business Analyst &

Market Research Intern

Here are some of the marketing initatives that are underway....



The Impec universe experienced several

milestones in August, shaped by the

crucible that is our modern world.  Our

own Jacinto Malfavon, Projects Supervisor,

welcomed a new member to his own

family into the world.  It is with distinct

pleasure we announce the newest Impec

team member, Benjamin Malfavon.  Benjie

was born on a sunny afternoon in mid-

August.  Please share in celebrating this

special moment.

The Administrative team that includes

Human Resources and Tech Support

emerged with a new name – the Core FUN

team.  The support mechanism of the

Impec Group is a collaborative effort

inclusive of each division and every team

member.  In support of Impec Group’s

pandemic response, we published our

Exposure Control Plan, a comprehensive

awareness guide with pandemic response

protocols.  This document is derived of the

CDC, state, and local health agencies.  The

information is intended for all audiences

as the pandemic response is a

collaborative effort. 

Looking forward to September,

we proudly collaborate with the

divisions to launch a more

inclusive manager training

system.  We continue to support

the recruitment efforts of various

divisions.  Our engagement

efforts, while focused on

pandemic awareness and

prevention support, offer services

and best practices to maintain

safety, mental health and

wellness, and financial stability. 

 We anticipate the launch of a

more agile, dynamic employee

handbook experience.  Simply,

the Core FUN team welcomes the

opportunity to support the team

members who make the Human

Touch our competitive advantage.

OUR CORE FUNCTIONS

Written by Taran Alexander
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Q U E S T I O N S ?

Reach out to Taran Alexander
talexander@impecgroup.com !

W A N T  T O  B E  F E A T U R E D ?


